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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	DS3994Z 	4-Channel Cold-Cathode Fluorescent Lamp Controller
	Maxim Integrated Products

	DS3984 	4-Channel Cold-Cathode Fluorescent Lamp Controller
	Dallas Semiconducotr

	5823 	COLD CATHODE TRIGGER TUBE
	NXP Semiconductors

	BF22160-24B 	MINIATURE COLD CATHODE FLUORESCENT LAMP
	ETC

	MP1010B EV0037 	Cold Cathode Fluorescent Lamp Driver
	MPS[Monolithic Power Systems]

	BF02018-24B 	MINIATURE COLD CATHODE FLUORESCENT LAMP
	List of Unclassifed Manufacturers

	MAX6674 MAX6674ISA 	Cold-Junction-Compensated K-Thermocouple to-Digital Converter (0°C to  128°C)
Cold-Junction-Compensated K-Thermocouple to-Digital Converter (0∑C to  128∑C)
Cold-Junction-Compensated K-Thermocouple to-Digital Converter (0C to  128C)
Cold-Junction-Compensated K-Thermocouple-to-Digital Converter (0°C to  128°C)
	MAXIM[Maxim Integrated Products]
MAXIM - Dallas Semiconductor

	ML9371 	64-Channel Organic EL Cathode Driver
	OKI[OKI electronic componets]

	0662005.HXSL 0662005.HXLL 0662005.ZRLL 0662001.HXL	LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 5.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 10.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 60.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Short lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, Nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .125, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1345.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .160, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2960.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .200, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 2255.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .400, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 180.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .315, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1209.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .250, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 1460.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (tape and reel) 750 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 29.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .500, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 128.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating .800, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 78.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 2.50, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 24.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.25, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 45.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 4.00, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 13.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 3.15, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 17.
LT-5 tm  fast-acting fuse. Long lead (bulk) 100 pieces. Ampere  rating 1.60, voltage rating 250, nominal resistance cold ohms 37.
	Littelfuse

	401C133M025AK8 401C264M010ED8 401C294M010EE8 401C1	The Ultimate in Cold Performance and ESR
	Cornell Dubilier Electr...

	H3150-01 	COLD FORM TERMINAL PIN
	Harwin Plc
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